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Introduction
Bringing in beautiful babes and letting them perform with all their attention focused on the camera lens
is the best way to give viewers the kind of Sexy POV performances that many perverts are looking for
these days. It's the next best thing to having your dick in her!

Adult Review
Most guys are pigs and have fucked more sluts then they'd care to admit.  But even the most suave ladies man would be hard
pressed to say they've had over a hundred chicks kneel down in front of them and suck their dicks. So if you'd like to live
vicariously through the eyes of a lucky porn stud who really can claim this, then you gotta check out Sexy POV.
  
  There are 167 scenes at Sexy POV that are all filmed in -- you guessed it -- POV.  That means that the camera acts as your
eyes, and you get to see a sexy slut kneel down and bend over with absolutely no stray shots of hairy man ass getting in the
way.  The steamy eye contact during the sloppy blowjobs is enough to make any guy shoot his load off real quick!
  
  There's a nice mix of hardcore sex and some blowjob only scenes.  The videos range from 15 to 20 minutes in length, and
are available as both downloads and streams.  There are plenty of formats to choose from, including a small portable MP4
file, all the way up to a high quality 720 x 540 WMV.  Don't worry about having to rush through all the porn, because DRM
isn't used.  Updates have been very consistent and are coming in weekly.
  
  All Sexy POV scenes come with tons of picture content.  Most have professionally styled digital stills, and all have reels of
vidcaps.  The problem here is that the "high res" stills are only 750 x 500, which isn't much larger than the screen captures. 
You can tell the stills have been resized, and that higher quality versions must exist somewhere.  It's a shame, because the sets
are really well presented and would otherwise be worth saving.
  
  The dick sucking action at Sexy POV is not 100% exclusive, and the chances are pretty high that you've cum across some of
these vids before.  But the fact that they're all presented in a huge collection like this should be enough to satisfy anyone who
really gets off on watching POV porn.  
  
  Additionally, full monthly members get access to 14 other Included Sites in the Jerked Network, many of which do contain
exclusive hardcore sex videos.

Porn Summary
If you're sick and tired of getting off to whores fucking other men while you watch, you may be ready for some Sexy POV,
where the hardcore sex is up close and in your face.  It's a really happy place to be!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sexy POV Was A Great Site But It Has Been Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 86  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 87
Support: 85 Unique: 80    Taste: 86        Final: 78

Porn Sites Included
Tug and Suck (86) ,Solo Butts (86) ,Sum Dum Cunt (84) ,Wifey Likes Black Cock (82) ,White Curvy Asses (82) ,Bottom Bang
(80) ,Bubble Butt Tryouts (80) ,Butt Fetish (79) ,Mouth Drillers (79) ,Boobs And Bottoms (78) ,Foxy Black Butts (77) ,Handle
My Wife (77) ,DMILF (76) 
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